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Knit yourself a pair of stunning Latvian mittens with this collection of traditional Latvian mitten knitting
patterns. There are 50 different styles to choose from including simpler variations of the mittens such as

fingerless gloves and wrist warmers. So, even if you are an inexperienced knitter you can create a beautiful
traditional design.Knitted mittens have always played an important role in traditional Latvian culture: girls
are taught to knit at a young age and it is traditional for brides to give mittens as a gift to guests on their

wedding day. This collection captures the essence of these stunning folk patterns and shows how you can mix
these traditional designs with your contemporary wardrobe.

Knit Like a Latvian 50 knitting patterns for a fresh take on traditional Latvian mittens Ozolina Ieva
9781446306727. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

Hobbywool Knit Like A Latvian,How To
Knit Latvian Mittens

From shop HobbywoolRiga. Nowadays Latvian mittens diverse in their colours and patterns are still an
essential part of our winter clothing. Knit yourself a pair of stunning Latvian mittens with this collection of
traditional Latvian mitten knitting patterns. Knit like a Latvian. Nowadays Latvian mittens diverse in their
colours and patterns are . So even if you are an inexperienced knitter you can create a beautiful traditional

design. From shop HobbywoolRiga. For several centuries in Latvia mittens were the main form. Latvia can be
proud of its ancient crafts amongst which knitting and crocheting take. Its the perfect gift for the knitter in
your life. Find many great new used options and get the best deals for Knit Like a Latvian 50 Knitting

Patterns for a Fresh Take on Traditional Latvian Mittens by Ieva Ozolina 2018 Trade Paperback at the best
online prices at eBay Free shipping for many products. I never win giveaways.
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